Attached, please find the media coverage report for the period of November 1 –November 30, 2019. This is a selective report of the top Graduate Center media coverage for all academic areas. You can view real-time coverage of the GC by visiting https://www.gc.cuny.edu/News/Press-Coverage.

Please note that this office promotes media coverage of the GC, all of its entities and affiliated faculty. The communications team can help garner press coverage of your research and other newsworthy accomplishments, as well as promote awareness of this work via our internal communications channels (the GC and ASRC websites and Twitter accounts). Below, please find several items of information that will be useful in helping us publicize your work.

* If you would like to publicize a forthcoming study about your research, please note our policies and protocols on submitting a request at least 2 weeks in advance of formal publication.

* If you are contacted directly by media for an interview, our team can help coordinate the details of the interview and ensure that organizational affiliations, titles and other items are addressed efficiently and correctly. Please let us know as soon as you are contacted so that we can lend assistance.

* Please also see the Media Experts listing of faculty (https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Administrative-Services/Office-of-Communications-and-Marketing/Resources/Faculty-Experts) who frequently speak to the media. We are in the process of expanding the listed areas of expertise so that it more fully represents our GC faculty’s knowledgebase. If you are interested in speaking with the media, but are not currently listed, please contact me at tdomi@gc.cuny.edu.

* Please note that all media entering the GC or ASRC buildings must sign in with the public safety desk. See the procedures for media access to the GC (https://www.gc.cuny.edu/About-the-GC/Administrative-Services/Office-of-Communications-and-Marketing/Policies-and-Procedures/Detail?id=35072)

Feel free to contact me at anytime with any questions you have about this report, or to discuss how the media relations team can assist you in publicizing your work.
Why Trump Should Hate Thanksgiving

Opinion editorial by Paul Krugman who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel...

The year the Thanksgiving turkey took flight, briefly

at Human Rights Watch and is pursuing a doctorate in political science at the City University of New York Graduate...

Count Me In: West Virginia prepares for 2020 Census
Graphic Courtesy/CUNY Mapping Service at the City University of New York’s Graduate Center

The Paris Review • Michael Friedrich • Nov 25, 2019 12:12 pm

The Lost & Found Archives

This fall, I went to the Centro to meet Rojo Robles, a student in the Latin American, Iberian, and Latino cultures department at the Graduate...

New York Post • Susan Edelman • Nov 23, 2019 12:38 pm

City investigators probed only 11 of 880 academic fraud complaints in last few years

2013 to 2015. David Bloomfield, a Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center education professor, blasted the stonewalling......

Gotham Gazette • Ethan Geringer-Sameth • Nov 21, 2019 11:16 pm

Turnout, Ballot Questions, & Dropoff: How New York City Voted in 2019

, director of the Mapping Service at the Center for Urban Research, CUNY Graduate Center, using voter turnout data from...
The Plight of the Urban Planner

In a recent book, “Capital City,” the geographer Samuel Stein puts this debate into context, and adds to it. He argues that our housing dilemma...

Opinion: A Long Overdue Report Card on Racial Inequality in New York City

writers discuss “Racial Inequality in New York City Since 1965”: CUNYGraduate Center, October 18, 2019. Featuring Chelli......

Susan Opotow, "New York After 9/11" (Fordham UP, 2019)

on people and places. Susan Opotow, Ph.D. is a social psychologist and Professor at the City University of New York,...
An interview with historian James Oakes on the New York Times’ 1619 Project

of History and Graduate School Humanities Professor at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, on the New.....

The new canon of #MeToo

at York College, and of liberal studies at The Graduate Center, City University of New York. Academic feminist theory has......

Critique and Tradition: A Conversation with Susan Buck-Morss

-Morss is Distinguished Professor of Political Philosophy at the CUNYGraduate Center and Professor Emerita at Cornell...
Fulbright Scholars—and Spouses

continue hers. In Poland Pursuing a PhD in sociology at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York, Yoni received...

Brigid, Magdalene, My Mother, and Me

Mc Mahon is an Irish immigrant living in New York. She studies Biography & Memoir at the Graduate Center (CUNY). Editor: Sari...

This Is How Americans Should Celebrate Veterans Day

doesn’t stop there. According to a 2017 study by the Graduate Center at the City University of New York, 1 in 8 young adults...

From Surveillance Communism To Surveillance Capitalism And Beyond
Opinion editorial is by John Torpey who is a Presidential Professor of Sociology and History and Director of the Ralph Bunche Institute for International...
Kristofer Matthias Eckelhoff, a Ph.D. Candidate in Musicology at The Graduate Center, CUNY. He is also the founder of Transvoicestudio.

Art Dependence • Nov 1, 2019 06:40 am

Whitney Museum Opens 'Rachel Harrison Life Hack'
Photography, and David Joselit, Distinguished Professor, Graduate Center, City University of New York, with Kelly Long, curatorial.
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The Gothamist • Clarisa Diaz • Nov 26, 2019 11:17 am

Prospect Park Tackles Toxic Algae Blooms With Nature-Based Technology
Current methods for controlling harmful algae bloom often involve putting more things into the water: straw bales to absorb excess nutrients.

New York Post • Robert Cherry • Nov 25, 2019 08:28 pm
What the left doesn’t want to mention about New York City hate crimes

professor emeritus of economics at Brooklyn College and the CUNYGraduate Center. Share this: Facebook Twitter...

Nonprofit consultant helps agencies reach offline New Yorkers for online Census

to the " Census Hard to Count " map created by the CUNY Graduate Center and the Leadership Conference on Civil and...

The University Diet

Opinion editorial by Sebastián F. Villamizar Santamaria. a PhD candidate in sociology at The Graduate Center of the City University of New York....

Lectores automáticos de matrículas reducen el crimen
emérito de la Escuela de Justicia Criminal John Jay y el Graduate Center, City University of New York. «Uno debe tomar...
latinoamericana en el College of Staten Island y en el Graduate Center de la City University of New York, así como autor......

Does An International School Operating In NYC Have A ‘No Israelis’ Policy?

Bloomfield, an education professor at Brooklyn College and the CUNY Graduate Center, told the Forward after the complaint......

Ohio High School Plans to Drug-Test All Students at Least Once a Year

, David Bloomfield, an education law professor at Brooklyn College and the CUNY Graduate Center, said in an interview....

CUNY helping New Yorkers continue their education after college
“Graduate Center students don’t just receive knowledge, they create it through in-depth research and hands-on projects,” CUNY officials explained...

**Artist behind Brooklyn’s new public sculpture baffled by ISIS comparisons**

Artistic comparisons toward this.” Fine said he studies Arab-American literature at the [CUNY Graduate Center](https://www.cuny.edu/). One of the most amazing acts, I......

**Graduate students protest proposed Trump administration policy revoking employee status**

helped provide dental coverage for its [graduate student](https://www.cuny.edu/) workers. Graduate student union movements at [CUNY](https://www.cuny.edu/) and...

**Purple Project for Democracy: The Equal Rights Amendment**
science and a scholar of constitutional law at the CUNY (City University of New York) Graduate Center; she is currently...

The New York Times • Holland Cotter • Nov 14, 2019 11:00 am

Peas, Socks and Sidewalk-Trash Sculptures: Just Keep Looking

Career surveys are usually arranged chronologically so as to suggest an artist's development. The organizers of this show — Elisabeth Sussman,...

Portside • Rosa Squillacote • Nov 14, 2019 07:00 am

labor Beyond the MOA: PSC’s Path Forward

and a coordinator of the CUNY Adjunct Project. Rosa Squillacote is a doctoral student in Political Science at the...

Jewish Standard • Nov 14, 2019 04:55 am

‘The people of the joke’

Bob Mankoff was enrolled in the doctoral program in psychology at the City University of New York. No, it wasn’t an M.D.......
Next Music From Copland House Concert Announced At The Graduate Center, CUNY

its ambitious new concert series in collaboration with The Graduate Center of the City University of New York, the Music from...

Andre Aciman, author of 'Call Me By Your Name,' discusses sequel

in Manhattan, where he teaches literary theory at the graduate center of City University of New York. "I have written about...

Beloved 109-year-old Shore carousel is being dismantled, will be moved

from a former CUNY colleague who had been to the borough several times to see it. "It was very hard to work with me at CUNY...
Soprano and lute duo performing free recital at St. Mary’s in Norwalk

School. He is currently a PhD candidate in Music Theory at the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. Elizabeth...

Queens lawmaker calls for federal probe of grade fraud in NYC schools

into," he said. David Bloomfield, a Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate Center education professor, found the “conspiracy” charge...

Sotheby's announces highlights of Latin American Art to be auctioned this November in New York

Stuart Z. Katz Professor of the Humanities and the Arts at The Graduate Center, CUNY, describes Rufino Tamayo's La Máscara roja...
When Unions Passed On Gaining Right to Strike

Opinion editorial by Marc Kagan who is a former member of Transport Workers Union Local 100 and the United Federation of Teachers, is now a member...

Exhibition “Portable Landscapes: Memories and Imaginaries of Refugee Modernism”

Contemporary Art in collaboration with the James Gallery at the Graduate Center, CUNY opens an exhibition “Portable Landscapes:...

The Psychology of Greta Thunberg’s Climate Activism

starting to understand your betrayal.” Scott Koenig is a doctoral student in neuroscience at CUNY, where he studies morality,...
An Excellence Escalator for State School Funding

Educational Leadership, Law and Policy at Brooklyn College and The CUNY Graduate Center. This essay is adapted from testimony...

Ukrainian pianist will perform in Bryan on Nov. 19

the relationship between classical and popular music as a doctoral candidate at The City University of New York. In 2013, ...

How the Judiciary Is Chipping Away at the War on Terror

we need to storm through it. Harry Blain is a PhD student in political science at the Graduate Center, CUNY (City University...
Andre Aciman, author of ‘Call Me By Your Name,’ to discuss sequel during Seattle appearance

in Manhattan, where he teaches literary theory at the graduate center of City University of New York. “I have written about…

Beyond DiMaggio: The Influence of Italian American Players in Baseball

Stephens was a Fellow in Fiction at the Writers’ Institute, CUNYGraduate Center. While a fellow she wrote a collection of…